Charles Miller, Clerk and Messenger, "Dallas Morning News", advised he has been casually acquainted with Jack Ruby for about the past year in connection with Ruby coming to the paper to place ads. He has never developed a personal acquaintance with Ruby and is not aware of his friends, associates, or habits.

Miller stated he has been in the Carousel Club about three times during the past year. On several of the occasions, Ruby would write him an informal pass to attend the club while Ruby was at the paper to place an ad.

About six weeks or so ago, the last time that he saw Ruby at the newspaper, Ruby issued him a Carousel Club pass card number 138 sealed in plastic.

On the night of Thursday, November 21, 1963, he and Robert Landers, another employee, went to the Carousel Club with their passes. They did not talk with Ruby at the club, but saw him there. During an intermission, Ruby was at the microphone on the stage giving away prizes. There was a man in the audience who appeared to be intoxicated, was creating a disturbance by using dirty language, telling Ruby to get the prizes over with and to bring on the girls. Ruby told the man to behave, which the man refused to do. Ruby made a statement something to the effect that he wanted to "flip a coin with the man to pay for the furniture that would be busted if the man did not leave the place." The man then left the club at Ruby's insistence peacefully and Ruby did not have to use any force to eject him. Ruby then apologized to the audience for the disturbance and the show continued.

Miller was not acquainted with Lee Harvey Oswald, knew of no association between Oswald and Ruby and knew of no association by other individuals with these two men in connection with the shootings.

Don J. Campbell, Advertising Salesman, Dallas "Morning News", home address 5514 Swiss, telephone number TA 1-0796, furnished the following information:

Jack Ruby has in the past for a number of years been a regular advertising customer with the Dallas "Morning News." It is the usual thing for him to be in the Dallas News Building with his advertisements on a Friday morning.

On Friday, November 22, 1963, at approximately 12:00 noon, Campbell returned to the Advertising Office and Jack Ruby was in the office at that time. Campbell heard from some unrecalled source that Ruby ate breakfast at the cafeteria of that building on that particular day. Campbell, who has handled Ruby's accounts for the past few years, and Ruby discussed business and at the conclusion of that business, Ruby talked to Campbell about his Ruby's business.

On this particular day, Ruby mentioned what a "lousy" business he was in and talked about some of the problems of running a night club. He spent some time talking about some of the physical fights he had been in in connection with his night club and informed Campbell that he, Ruby, was a very capable fighter. At that time he made a statement to Campbell that any time he felt like he was fixing to have trouble with someone, he would always get a gun and have it on his person.

Ruby did not at this time or at any other time to Campbell's recollection, mention anything about President Kennedy, the parade which was going on at that time, or discuss any kind of politics.

Campbell had another customer he had to see and left the building at approximately 12:25 p.m. Campbell advised he did not return to his office before Ruby's departure. He further advised that while he was in the office Ruby was not near the desk of Miss Georgia Mayor to his (Campbell's) knowledge.